Sunday, December 4

5:30 PM  Break Room
5:35 PM  Opening remarks: Sam Goeing & Sanaa Tawfeik
5:40 PM  Opening Keynote Address: Alex Marrero
Architecture and Psychology: Lessons from the Coefface of Architectural Practice and Academia
6:00 PM  Opening Keynote Address: Elizabeth Denie
Architecture, Psychos, and Self Reflection
9:00 PM  Reception in Peter O'Donnell Building Lobby

Monday, December 5

9:00 AM  SYMPOSIUM 1: individual paper session
Rita Lasarevich: Influence of Lightning Color Temperature on Mental Effort
Rana Zadeh (invited presentation): “Healthcare Workplace: From Psychology of Architecture to Organizational Outcome”
Michael Arbib: “But What is the Psychology of the Building?”
Poster Presentation Set-Up

9:30 AM  SYMPOSIUM 2: invited symposium
Kevin Nave: “Weather-Generated Indoor Change as a Means of Improving the Well-Being and Performance of Building Occupants”
Who Wants Control in the Hospital Room? Grace Lee “Playfinding for Alzheimer’s Disease with Uses from Episodic Memory Loss and Prosopagnosia”
Anne Acock & Yih Wang: Modeling Perception of Geometry and Motion in Interior Space
Lorenz Eberle: “Common Edge Collaborative”

10:00 AM  SYMPOSIUM 3: invited symposium
Coffee/Tea & Snacks
Sara Hart: The Challenges of Residential Buiding Unio Designs
Alexandra de Sousa: “Architecture for the Minimising Spatial & Social Cognition”

1:00 PM  SYMPOSIUM 4: submitted symposium
LUNCH

2:00 PM  SYMPOSIUM 5: invited symposium
Behavioral and Neural Responses to Architectural Design
Perception of Line and Workplace Satisfaction
Hehan Choi: Perceptual Psychology of Aesthetically Industrial Architecture
Sara Hart: The Challenges of Residential Building Unio Designs

2:30 PM  SYMPOSIUM 6: invited symposium
Neural Codes of Architectural Styles in Human Visual Cortex
Peter L. Zel'man: “Designing Healthy for a Healthy Office”

3:00 PM  SYMPOSIUM 7: invited symposium
Non-invasive Methods
Evaluating the Connections Between Occupant Emotions and Design
Lunch clean-up & Coffee Set-Up

3:30 PM  SYMPOSIUM 8: invited symposium
Outdoor来た

4:00 PM  SYMPOSIUM 9: invited symposium
Field Investigations of the Relationship Between Place & Psychological State Using Mobile Sensor Technology
Grace Lee: “Playfinding for Alzheimer’s Disease with Uses from Episodic Memory Loss and Prosopagnosia”
Rana Zadeh (invited presentation): “Healthcare Workplace: From Psychology of Architecture to Organizational Outcome”
Poster Presentation Set-Up

4:30 PM  SYMPOSIUM 10: invited symposium
Investigating Home as a Safe Haven
Lunch clean-up & Coffee set-up

5:30 PM  SYMPOSIUM 11: invited symposium
Reviving the Grounds & Community of Glenn Dale Hospital
Amber Raley: “Proposing a Revised Definition of Urban Catalysis: Shaped by Place, Community & Landscape Driven Pro-Environmental Behavior: Preliminary Findings of Household Energy Consumption in Two Rural Towns”

5:35 PM  Doors open
5:40 PM  Opening Remarks
5:45 PM  Using Keynote Address: David Sies
From Architectural Psychology to Environmental Psychology: Behavior, to Cognition, to Participatory Design
6:00 PM  Closing Keynote Address: David Sies
“Longevity by Architecture”: How and Why Design Extends Life
Pierluigi Serraino: “Longevity by Architecture”: How and Why Design Extends Life
Gail Brager: “Putting Personality in Its Place”
Sam Gosling (symposium organizer): “Putting Personality in Its Place”

Monday, December 5

9:00 AM  SYMPOSIUM 1: individual paper session
Sam Goeing (symposium organizer): “Putting Personality in Its Place”
Rachel Banks (symposium organizer): “An Integrated Approach to a Healthy Workplace”
Jerry Silvera: Three Psychological Pillars of Architecturally Planning Architecture
Coffee/break set-up

9:00 AM  SYMPOSIUM 2: invited symposium
Coffee/Tea & Snacks
Coffee/Tax

10:00 AM  SYMPOSIUM 3: invited symposium
Coffee/Tea
Gabi Breg: “Designing a Comprehensive Study Correlating Lifestyle Patterns & Domestic Interior Spaces”
Sanaz Talaifar & Prashant Grover: “A Brief History of Architectural Psychology and Where We Want”

11:00 AM  SYMPOSIUM 4: submitted symposium
LUNCH

12:00 PM  SYMPOSIUM 5: invited symposium
LUNCH NICH

1:00 PM  SYMPOSIUM 6: invited symposium
LUNCH

2:00 PM  SYMPOSIUM 7: invited symposium
LUNCH

3:00 PM  SYMPOSIUM 8: invited symposium
LUNCH

4:00 PM  SYMPOSIUM 9: invited symposium
LUNCH

5:00 PM  SYMPOSIUM 10: invited symposium
LUNCH

6:00 PM  SYMPOSIUM 11: invited symposium
LUNCH

8:00 PM  Poster Presentation Set-Up

9:00 PM  Poster Presentation Set-Up